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 Picture if you will a Voter’s meeting.  This congregation, which averages just over 100 

each Sunday, has found itself vacant since their previous pastor took a call elsewhere.  The 

congregation is currently being served in a combination of a local retired pastor handling shut-in 

visits, and the larger church in the next town sending over one of their pastors or vicar to lead 

Sunday services (AC V).  After counting the cost, and with the assistance of the Circuit Visitor, 

and with the full knowledge of the District President, the Voter’s assembly votes to call a 

candidate from the Seminary. 

 Cross country to another congregation, in which the assistant pastor has recently taken a 

call to another congregation.  This church, which averages just over 350 a weekend, calls a 

Voter’s meeting to discuss what to do next.  The workload for one pastor is too great, so the need 

for another pastor is without question.  What is up for debate is where to find a new assistant 

pastor: whether to call from the field, or to call a candidate from the Seminary?  After counting 

the cost, and with the assistance of the Circuit Visitor, and with the full knowledge of the District 

President, the Voter’s assembly votes to call a candidate from the Seminary. 

  Which brings us to the heart of our discussion; the scenario above plays out in one way or 

the other throughout the LCMS on a regular basis.  And each goes into the slotting process with 

no distinction, and are weighed completely equally.  Each is viewed as a congregation in need of 

a pastor, with no consideration as to whether one might be better positioned to call a pastor 

through other means, or if one position could stay vacant longer than the other. 
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 Ten years ago, when I graduated from Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, this was largely a 

moot point.  We were told several times leading up to Call Day that there might not be enough 

calls; and in fact on Call Day, St. Louis had 2 ‘Placement Pendings’, and Fort Wayne had a few 

more.  In fact, between 2005-2010, the story was the same.  Each Seminary struggled to find 

enough congregations to place all the candidates, and each year, both seminaries were forced to 

have a number of students listed as ‘Placement Pending’ on Call Day, although all were placed 

by graduation, if not by the end of the Summer. 

 Ten years ago, we were told that large class sizes was the new norm.  Large entering 

classes in 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007 forced the seminaries to make decisions regarding 

the hiring of staff and the purchasing of property, like the CBC campus, they might otherwise not 

have.  The free tuition model that contributed at least in part to the larger class sizes, proved to 

be completely unsustainable. 

 Today, the seminaries face a much different picture.  The combined incoming classes of 

2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 pale in comparison to those of a decade ago.  Gone are the large class 

sizes.  Gone is the CBC campus.  Frozen is the number of staff and faculty being maintained on 

both campuses.  Gone also is the phrase ‘placement pending’ from the Call Day services, at least 

when it comes to traditional Master of Divinity students.  Once again, the question posed is how 

many seminaries do we really need? 

 To date, the discussion has largely focused on certain issues: the cost of seminary 

education, as well as the method for which pastors are prepared for the Church.   

 There is much that can and should be discussed on each of these matters in terms of how 

pastors are prepared for the Church; but there is one aspect that has not been examined yet, and 



that is the purpose of this paper: the question of placing graduates in congregations for their first 

calls, and whether or not one congregation should be given preference over another.  

 You may disagree with that premise.  There is in fact much that already goes into the 

process, including Self Studies by congregations; Personal Information Forms and Self 

Evaluation Tools by candidates; interviews first by Seminary placement officers, and then often 

by multiple congregations; there is also the simple economics of supply and demand; and most 

importantly, prayer by all those involved. 

And as soon as you begin talking about giving preference to one congregation over 

another in the call process, how many alarm bells go off.  After all, how many of us have either 

heard the District President say, or sat in meetings and told call committees ourselves, that they 

need to meet District salary guidelines before their application for a candidate will be 

considered? 

 And indeed, this does prove beneficial for candidates.  Many congregations in 2005, 

2006, 2007, and 2008 may have received a pastor whom they could not necessarily afford 

beyond two years.  Those receiving calls today are in a much better position to deal with student 

loans and the cost of providing for a growing family then their immediate predecessors were. 

 But this paper is going to approach the matter of placing candidates from a slightly 

different position than you are perhaps used to hearing.  I will not argue entirely from the 

premise of what is necessarily best for the candidate, but what is best for the Church as a whole, 

though hopefully making a convincing argument that the candidate will likewise benefit.   

The question today, is how can the Church best be served by an incoming crop of new 

pastors each year?  And is the Church best served when those candidates fill the vacant slot that 



makes them the second or third pastor on a staff, or when that candidate enters into a 

congregation that is truly vacant? (Romans 10) 

 To return to our opening illustration, when comparing two applications for a candidate, 

one for a sole pastor and one for an assistant pastor, which one should receive the candidate, and 

which one will be told sorry, but there just weren’t enough candidates, pray that the Lord of the 

Church would continue to raise up workers for the harvest field? (St. Matthew 9:37-38) 

 To approach this we will examine the matter from three different angles: the calling 

congregation, the vacancy pastor, and the candidate. 

The Calling Congregation 

 To be vacant is to be truly humbled. 

 Even congregations that have been designated as ‘Clergy Killers’ find themselves 

humbled by a vacancy, no matter how much they may or may not have had to do with making 

that vacancy happen. 

 To wake up one morning, and to know that there is no pastor assigned to fill the pulpit of 

your church, to know that your place of worship is now dormant, with no called and ordained 

man of God to baptize, confirm, commune, marry or bury the faithful of that congregation, is a 

truly horrifying prospect, even in this secular age where so many question whether or not they 

even need the church at all.  Often in smaller congregations, the looming threat of closing the 

doors altogether, becomes much to close for comfort. 

 Voters will immediately begin begging anyone, no matter how far away they may be; and 

offering anything, from money to church services at a completely different time and place, if it 

means the prospect of a pastor being present, even if it is just on Sunday morning. 



 No doubt it likely causes the previous pastor to smirk that all of a sudden Article V of the 

Augsburg Confession suddenly means so much to everyone. 

 But there is the reality that deep in the soul, in the fiber of each faithful and devout 

Christian, there is an acknowledgement that the Church needs pastors (Isaiah 6), and not just the 

Church at large, but each local congregation needs a pastor.  

 And why?  Because no matter how small the mission field of a congregation may 

seemingly be, there is still a mission field. 

 Vacancies, of any length, can lead to those members on the fringe, falling away.  

Vacancies mean that the new family that moves into town will likely attend elsewhere, for who 

wants to attend the church without a pastor?  Vacancies mean that the teenage and college age 

youth, who in a chaotic world crave some level of stability, will not find it at the church, where 

there could be a different unfamiliar face in the pulpit each weekend.  Vacancies mean that the 

wayward children who are forced to plan mom’s funeral at the church, will not be followed up 

with in the weeks to come. 

 Vacancies leave congregations wandering, like sheep without a shepherd (St. Matthew 

9:36), for they in fact truly are without a shepherd in their midst, susceptible to the wolves 

prowling around, seeking to devour them. 

The Vacancy Pastor 

 There is no one who prays harder on call night for a congregation to receive a pastor, than 

the vacancy pastor’s wife. 

 To be sure, those who have served a vacancy can attest to the extra work and time 

commitments such a task requires.  One can certainly give thanks for the Lord providing any 



extra compensation, particularly for those pastors with large families, or those with outstanding 

student loan debts.  But the extra work exceeds any and all compensation received. 

 Certainly some things double up; the sermon is the same at both churches as is much of 

the bulletin, and Bible studies likewise can be the same, just different locations; but there is still 

the matter of shut in visits, confirmation classes, counseling sessions and most of all, time in the 

car driving between the multiple sites.   

 The vacancy pastor does so willingly and joyfully, for that is indeed what the pastor has 

been called to do: to ensure that all of God’s people that are entrusted to his care are taken care 

of; but there are only so many hours in a day, only so many days in a week.  One cannot be two 

places at once, and there always seems to be something happening that demands the time and 

attention of the vacancy pastor. 

 To say nothing of the original congregation.  While some vacancy pastors are retired and 

not called to a congregation, most are already serving a congregation.  While congregations 

should willingly help their brothers and sisters in Christ, there is the fact that congregations need 

pastors, and congregations call pastors in order that they may be served by those pastors.  To fill 

a vacancy is to take that called pastor (AC XIV) and sacrifice some of his time and service to one 

congregation, in order that he may serve another. 

 While the sick and shut in will be visited, and the confirmands instructed, and Sunday 

services conducted; other things cannot be done.  A pastor may not be able to pay as much 

attention to the youth group; or the ladies group (LWML) or the men’s club (LLL).  A pastor 

may not have as much time to devote to visiting members in their homes, or participating in 

evangelism projects throughout the community, or even attending continuing education events, 

such as Symposium or summer classes. 



 And on top of all of that, there is the sacrifice to one’s own family, who far too often 

comes in last.  Children sacrifice more time with their own father; and wives sacrifice time with 

their own husbands, all while the pastor serves a vacancy.  Long term vacancies, stretching 

beyond a few months to a year, and reaching into more than a year, are hardest on the pastor’s 

own family, who must continue to sacrifice the head of their household (1 Timothy 2). 

 Come call night, both congregations, and most especially the vacancy pastor, wait with 

bated breath to see if there will be an end date to the vacancy. 

 The Lord provides for pastors, just as much as He provides pastors for the Church.    

The Candidate 

 Long has the theory been held that if a candidate is placed in a congregation that meets 

most of his desires in terms of location and vocation that they would be more likely to remain 

beyond the average three years.  I cannot vouch to the truthfulness of that belief; however a 

survey of my own classmates shows that a few are still at their original calls, while many have 

moved at least once, if not two or three times over the course of 10 years. 

 But to follow the adage of trying to match up candidates and congregations that will 

result in long and fruitful ministries, those who desire to serve as assistant or associate pastors 

are placed in those positions, for their own benefit, and for that of the congregation, so neither is 

left in a bind come three years. 

 Yet what does this do to the development and maturity of the pastor?  Does serving as an 

assistant or associate pastor as your first call really benefit you long term?  Or are we dealing 

with a stunted growth process? 

 Does one really develop a consistent preaching style when only called upon to preach 

every other Sunday?  Does one learn the full scope of the pastoral office if they only deal with 



youth, or another specialized area?  Does one experience the vocation of pastor when they are 

not the one everyone deals with for all things in a congregation? 

 Again a non-scientific survey of classmates does indicate that at least for some, being an 

assistant or associate pastor at their first call amounted to almost a second vicarage.  Now when 

they took another call 3-5 years later, they were almost back to square one in terms of learning to 

be a pastor. 

 Do candidates really know what is best for them?  They may know where some of their 

talents and abilities, and even hearts lie in terms of the ministry; but a long ministry will provide 

many opportunities to serve the church in many and various ways; should they not at least have 

some cursory knowledge on all aspects of the ministry, even if their senior pastor should take a 

call,, before narrowing in on one aspect over all others? 

 One justification for beginning ministry as an assistant pastor should be particularly noted 

here, and that is the need for a support system; the need for a more experienced pastor to guide 

one through the early years of ministry, which can be fraught with challenges not covered in 

seminary classes or textbooks. 

 The solution here is already in place, if only some were to take full advantage of it.  The 

recent change from Circuit Counselors to Circuit Visitors, combined with the regular meeting of 

the circuit pastors as a group, a group that often includes pastors with a variety of experiences 

and years of service to the Church, is in fact the very support system that so many seek when 

leaving the confines of the Seminary classroom.  The lost art of casuistry is the perfect 

opportunity for pastors of all ages to discuss in real time the fast paced challenges that face all 

pastors, but particularly those who have most recently graduated. 



 Needless to say, this benefits both the new pastor as well as the more seasoned veteran, 

who are forced to wrestle together with questions of pastoral practice in the modern age.  New 

pastors find encouragement from the faithful ministry of their elders; while the veterans find new 

energy and vitality from those just beginning service to the Church. 

 

The solution: 

 To call what follows a solution would be the same as using duct tape to fix the hole in the 

Titanic.  To be sure, what is offered here is not perfect; ideally all those who request candidates 

would receive a pastor, and all those who are called would be adequately compensated and 

provided for.  And indeed, a day may soon come again when class sizes are bursting once more, 

and there is no need for the solution offered here. 

 But the overture that you have before you does not deal in a perfect world, it deals with a 

broken world (Genesis 3), a world where the Church finds itself struggling against any number 

of forces that would plot and scheme to draw away the people of God into the depths of 

destruction; which is why the Church needs pastors to proclaim Law and Gospel in as many 

places as possible for as long as possible. 

 The overture simply calls on the Council of Presidents, acting as the Board of 

Assignments, to give priority to those congregations that are calling a sole pastor, over those that 

are calling an assistant or associate pastor.  Certainly not a ban on assigning candidates to these 

positions, in fact, if the number of congregation calling sole pastors that can adequately support 

them should fall short, than by all means candidates should be assigned to serve as assistant and 

associate pastors.  But congregations that can adequately provide for a sole pastor should not be 

left vacant in favor of another church receiving an additional pastor. 



 To be clear, neither this paper nor this overture, calls for the elimination of all assistant 

and associate pastors, merely the limitation on calling candidates from the Seminary to fill these 

roles.  And those congregations calling assistant and associate pastors are more than welcome to 

call from the field. 

 To some this may sound extreme, unnecessarily binding the Council of Presidents and 

complicating what is already a complicated process; and certainly a case can be made that some 

churches need another pastor, and can only realistically call from the Seminary for a variety of 

reasons.   

Would a fitting compromise be to also alter the process by which Vicars are assigned?  

No longer do Vicars go to vacant congregations, and perhaps fewer are assigned to nursing 

homes and other institutional ministry settings; instead, focusing on sending Vicars to 

congregations that find themselves left out of the process of calling an assistant or associate 

pastor. 

Perhaps other compromises need to be made, perhaps this overture dies in committee, or 

is striped of any and all formal instruction and is as nonbinding and boring as so many other 

resolutions end up being; or perhaps this overture serves to raise the awareness of the Council of 

Presidents and the two Seminary Placement Directors; ultimately only time will tell.  

 But say for the moment that this overture comes before the next convention of Synod and 

passes as it is written out before you; what then? 

Let us close by visiting those voter’s meetings again: what if at the larger congregation, 

while discussing the calling of an assistant pastor, a gentlemen stood up and said: ‘Brothers, I 

know of three other churches calling candidates from the Seminary to be sole pastors, and my 

grandson at the Seminary said there are only so many candidates available for all the calls.  It 



hardly seems right that we ought to call our next assistant pastor from the seminary if it means 

our brothers and sisters in Christ calling a sole pastor will not get one.  I say, let’s call from the 

field; we can make do with less for a while, and we can each pick up where we can so pastor 

doesn’t burn out, if it means others who do not currently have one, will get a pastor for their 

congregation.’ 

 And at the same time, at that smaller church, after the vote to call a candidate has been 

taken and passed, the Circuit Visitor addresses the assembly saying: ‘Brothers, the Council of 

Presidents now gives priority to those congregations calling a candidate to be a sole pastor over 

those calling one to be an assistant or associate pastor.  Let us pray that the Lord of the Church 

would guide the hearts and minds of all involved, that the Holy Spirit would provide a pastor for 

this place.’ 


